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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
1.1

The Government provides a range of programmes to ensure that people have
a minimum standard of living, and have access to health and education.
These programmes use income as one of the key ways of identifying those
people in genuine need. How income is defined is crucial to the proper
targeting of these social assistance programmes. This officials’ issues paper
focuses on three social assistance programmes: Working for Families tax
credits, student allowances and the community services card.
The
entitlements to these three programmes are based on the definition of
“taxable income” in the Income Tax Act 2007.

1.2

Maintaining the integrity of these programmes is important for New Zealand
to continue to have an effectively targeted social assistance system for those
in genuine need. People should not receive different levels of assistance
according to how they structure their affairs or the manner in which they
receive income to live on – this is inequitable and inconsistent with social
assistance objectives. Providing undue social assistance also costs money
which must be found through taxes and government borrowing or reduced
expenditure elsewhere.

1.3

As part of Budget 2010, as a first step to addressing integrity concerns
regarding social assistance programmes, the Government excluded
investment losses such as rental losses for the purpose of determining
Working for Families (WFF) tax credit entitlements.

1.4

The Government also announced that it would reform the definition of
“family scheme income” used for determining entitlements to WFF tax
credits, student allowances and the community services card.

1.5

The purpose of this reform is to improve the integrity of social assistance
programmes by, for example, countering arrangements that have the effect of
inflating entitlements beyond what people’s true economic circumstances
justify. This undermines public confidence in the social assistance system,
which has a strong focus on equity and fairness. As part of the move to
greater integrity, different types of economic income that have previously not
been counted as family income, such as fringe benefits, would be included.

1.6

Any changes need to be properly targeted – changes should not include for
social assistance purposes economic income that is not reasonably available
to meet family needs. Moreover, any changes need to consider the
compliance costs of extending the definition of income for this purpose.

1.7

The purpose of this paper is to broaden the definition of income used for
these social assistance programmes. This would counter people structuring
their affairs to inflate their social assistance and address gaps in the current
definition of income.
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1.8

The proposal in this paper is to include in the definition of “family scheme
income” amounts involving:
•

trustee income;

•

fringe benefits;

•

passive income of children;

•

unlocked PIE income;

•

income of non-resident spouses;

•

exempt income;

•

main income equalisation scheme deposits; and

•

periodic payments.

1.9

The paper also proposes replacing the current definition of “parental income”
for student allowance purposes with an expanded definition of “family
scheme income”.

1.10

The expanded definition of income would also apply to people with
dependent children who apply for the community services card.

1.11

The Ministry of Social Development, the Ministry of Health and the Ministry
of Education have been consulted during the development of this issues
paper.

SUMMARY OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS
The definition of “family scheme income” would include:
1.

Trustee income. This would include the net income from trading and
investment activities of a trust (excluding beneficiary income) and the net
income of a company controlled by the trust. The trustee income would be
attributed to the individuals who are the settlors – as defined in the Income Tax
Act 2007 – of the trust.

2.

Attributable fringe benefits. This would typically include fringe benefits that
are substitutable for cash or household expenditure. Only attributable fringe
benefits within the meaning of the fringe benefit tax rules in the Income Tax Act
2007 would be included in family scheme income. This would apply only to
shareholder/employees who control the company for which they work.

3.

Income of children. This would include passive income such as interest,
dividends and beneficiary income directly received by dependent children above
a threshold of $1,000 per annum per child.
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4.

Unlocked PIEs. This would include income from portfolio investment entities
(PIEs) that are not sufficiently locked in, such as cash PIEs and listed PIEs.
PIEs will be treated as sufficiently locked in if they are registered
superannuation schemes, such as KiwiSaver schemes.

5.

Income of non-resident spouses. This would include the worldwide income of
a non-resident spouse.

6.

Exempt income. Income that is exempt from income tax and that is in the
nature of salary or wages, including salaries received by employees of
international organisations such as the United Nations or the Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), would be included. Bonus
bond prizes and similar payments from “save and win” bank accounts could be
included as a part of this reform.

7.

Main income equalisation scheme deposits. This would include deposits to a
person’s main income equalisation scheme account. 1 Subsequent refunds
(excluding interest) from main income equalisation accounts would not be
counted for family scheme income purposes.

8.

Periodic payments. This would include any periodic cash payments used by
the person for income-related purposes.

Working for Families
The amended definition of “family scheme income” for WFF will apply from 1 April
2011.

Student allowances
The amended definition of “family scheme income” would be used to determine
parental income for the purposes of student allowances. The new definition could
apply to all new applications for student allowances from 1 January 2012.

Community services card
The amended definition of “family scheme income” would be used to determine
income for WFF recipients who apply for the community services card. The new
definition will apply to all new applications for the community services card from
1 April 2011.

1

See sections EH 3 to EH 36 of the Income Tax Act 2007.
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Submissions
1.12

Officials invite submissions on the proposed legislative solutions to include
certain types of income for social assistance purposes.2 Submissions should
be addressed to:
Social assistance integrity
C/- Deputy Commissioner, Policy
Policy Advice Division
Inland Revenue Department
PO Box 2198
Wellington 6140
or email policy.webmaster@ird.govt.nz with “Social assistance integrity” in
the subject line.

1.13

Electronic submissions are encouraged as this increases the efficiency of the
analysis process.

1.14

The closing date for submissions is 24 September 2010.

1.15

Submissions should include a brief summary of major points and
recommendations. They should also indicate whether it would be acceptable
for officials to contact those making the submission to discuss the points
raised, if required.

1.16

Submissions may be the subject of a request under the Official Information
Act 1982, which may result in their publication. The withholding of
particular submissions on the grounds of privacy, or for any other reason,
will be determined in accordance with that Act. Those making a submission
who consider there is any part of it that should properly be withheld under
the Act should clearly indicate this.

2

Note that the Government is aware of a number of other issues relating to social assistance integrity. Although
these issues are not included as a part of this reform, such issues can be the subject of future reforms.
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CHAPTER 2
The issue of integrity
2.1

The New Zealand public values the social assistance programmes funded and
delivered by the Government but requires that those programmes are
accountable and that assistance is distributed fairly, reflecting genuine need.
In short, the public requires integrity in these programmes. A social
assistance programme has integrity if people receive the same level of
assistance regardless of how they structure or receive their income. Integrity
is compromised when not all of a family’s income is counted for social
assistance purposes. This could be a result of the structures (for example,
companies or trusts) used to conduct a person’s business or investment
affairs or simply because certain types of income (for example, fringe
benefits) are not included in the family’s income. Therefore, they may
receive more government assistance than they otherwise would. The Tax
Working Group specifically mentioned this issue in its recommendations.3

2.2

The definition of income is therefore important in terms of meeting the
policy objective of targeting assistance to those families in genuine need of
government financial assistance.

Policy framework
2.3

There are a number of possible conceptual approaches that could be taken to
determine a household’s entitlement to social assistance. These approaches
include: a cashflow approach based on a household’s ability to pay for dayto-day expenses, using the income tax definition of “taxable income”, and
taxable income with adjustments.

Cashflow approach
2.4

One approach is to adopt a cash concept of income for social assistance
purposes, similar to that used in the Social Security Act 1964. Eligibility would
be based on the proportion of a family’s economic income that is actually
received and spent on day-to-day living needs. In this sense, it is a family’s cash
receipts that are important. Even if a family takes measures to prevent it
receiving cash, that income would still be included. Cashflows would include,
for example, business drawings and any distributions from trusts.

2.5

However, adopting a cash concept of income for WFF purposes would
introduce an entirely new concept of income and involve significant
administrative costs for Inland Revenue. Much of the information required
to measure cash receipts is not currently collected by Inland Revenue. It
would also impose additional compliance costs on the recipients of WFF tax
credits. Moreover, the cashflow approach is likely to be an inadequate
measure when substantial business or investment income is involved.

3
See A Tax System for New Zealand’s Future: Report of the Victoria University of Wellington Tax Working Group,
January 2010 <http://www.victoria.ac.nz/sacl/cagtr/pdf/tax-report-website.pdf>.
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Taxable income approach
2.6

This approach would involve using taxable income calculated under the
Income Tax Act 2007 for determining social assistance entitlements. The
definition of “taxable income” includes salary and wage income, business
profits, dividends, beneficiary income and other benefit income (such as New
Zealand superannuation). It does not include certain distributions from a
trust or fringe benefits.

2.7

Taxable income is aimed at reflecting “ability to pay” for income tax
purposes. But a more comprehensive definition of income may be thought
desirable to ensure social assistance is more effectively targeted to low and
middle income families. If entitlements were based on day-to-day living
needs, taxable income would be a reliable proxy for those families that rely
solely on a salary or wages. However, for families receiving other types of
income, using the definition of “taxable income” may not fully reflect their
available financial resources.

Adjusted taxable income approach
2.8

In principle, under this approach entitlement to social assistance would be
based on the proportion of a family’s economic income that is readily
available for spending on day-to-day living needs. In practice, eligibility is
based on the taxable income of the parents. This assumes that taxable
income is a reliable proxy for economic income.

2.9

In some circumstances, such as when the majority of a family’s income is
received as salary or wages, taxable income is a reasonable approximation of
the economic income of the family, that is the total income available for dayto-day spending and to support family members. However in some instances
it is not, notably when:

2.10

•

Income is not taxed in the hands of the family, rather it is taxed
elsewhere. Two relevant examples are distributions from trusts and
fringe benefits. The income of a trust may be taxed as trustee income
and then distributed to families tax-free and not included as family
income. The employer pays fringe benefit tax on behalf of the fringe
benefits received by employees.

•

Income is explicitly exempt from taxation. For example, a salary from
certain international organisations, such as the United Nations.

Therefore, adjustments need to be made to taxable income when it differs
from the concept of the family’s economic income available for day-to-day
living needs. This is the current approach to defining income for WFF tax
credits purposes. However, the purpose of this reform is to improve social
assistance integrity in relation to WFF tax credits, student allowances and the
community services card. This can be achieved by legislating adjustments to
taxable income to more closely reflect the income available to the family.
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Current definition of income
Working for Families tax credits
2.11

For WFF tax credit purposes, the definition of “taxable income” in the
Income Tax Act 2007 is used as the basis for calculating family scheme
income.

2.12

The adjustments that are currently made to taxable income include:
•

adding back certain income exempt from tax, such as child support,
maintenance payments received and certain overseas pensions
(maintenance or child support payments made by liable parents are
deducted);

•

counting distributions of employer contributions from superannuation
schemes while the employee is still working for the employer;

•

attributing any undistributed profits of a close company to
shareholders;4

•

excluding any losses from qualifying companies; and

•

excluding any business losses and losses carried forward from previous
years.

2.13

This concept of adjusted taxable income is defined as “family scheme
income”.5

2.14

As part of Budget 2010, losses from investments, including rental properties,
will be also be excluded from 1 April 2011.

2.15

These adjustments are designed to convert taxable income (used to determine
the amount of income tax a person pays) into a closer approximation of the
income available to the family for daily living expenses. A more
comprehensive explanation of the current family scheme income definition is
contained in Appendix 1.

Student allowances
2.16

The parental income test for student allowance purposes is based on the
parent’s taxable income for income tax purposes.6 If the parent is a nonresident for tax purposes, the test includes foreign-sourced income if that
income is taxed overseas. The income test for students and their partners is
administered along the lines of the Social Security Act 1964 definition of
“income”.

4

The definition of “close company” is in section YA 1 of the Income Tax Act 2007.
Subpart MB of the Income Tax Act 2007.
6
Taxable income is the net income for the tax year after deducting any losses carried forward.
5
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Community services card
2.17

Entitlement to the community services card for a person with one or more
dependent children is based on the same definition of “family scheme
income” used for WFF purposes. Any changes to family scheme income for
WFF purposes in the context of this review would automatically flow
through to community services card entitlement for this group.

2.18

For other groups, apart from superannuitants, entitlement is based on the
Social Security Act 1964 definition of “income”. The income test for
superannuitants is based on taxable income with adjustments made for
overseas pensions and private pensions and annuities.
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CHAPTER 3
Definition of “family scheme income” for Working for Families:
proposed reforms
3.1

The gaps in the definition of “family scheme income” and the arrangements
that raise social assistance integrity concerns and the proposed legislative
solutions to include certain types of income as family scheme income for
WFF purposes are discussed in detail below. The amended definition of
“family scheme income” would apply to all applicants for WFF tax credits
from 1 April 2011.

3.2

Any changes to family scheme income used for WFF purposes would also
have an impact on determining entitlements to community service cards for
persons with dependent children. Furthermore, this paper proposes that for
student allowance purposes the current parental income test be replaced with
the family scheme income definition.

Trustee income
The issue
3.3

Currently, the income of a trust can be taxed as trustee income at a final rate
of 33% and the trust can later distribute this income to beneficiaries of the
trust tax-free. While beneficiary income is taxable at the beneficiaries’ level,
and therefore included for WFF purposes, the distributed trustee income is
not included in the taxable income of beneficiaries.

3.4

The main integrity concerns involve a closely held family trust situation
when the parents are settlors of the trust and can receive tax-free distributions
from the trust. Although the distributed trustee income is used to meet the
family’s living expenses, this income is not included for WFF purposes. The
income of a trust can be earned directly by the trust carrying on a business or
receiving investment income. A trust can also own a company that carries on
a business.

Business income
3.5

The common structure of a trust that owns a company running a business can
have the effect of increasing WFF entitlements. The company’s net income
is subject to company tax and then paid as a dividend to the trust, where it is
retained and taxed as trustee income. Tax-free distributions from the trust
subsequently made to beneficiaries are not included for WFF purposes.
Therefore, the family receives the benefit of the business income although
this is not reflected in their taxable income. For WFF purposes, a family’s
entitlement would be based on the salary or wages received from the
company and any beneficiary income received from the trust.
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3.6

Example

Another feature of the trust-owned company situation could involve a family
member working for the company drawing a nominal salary. This structure
inflates their WFF entitlements by reducing their taxable income while
increasing the company’s net income, which is not currently attributed to
them but which ultimately benefits them.

7

Peter and his spouse have two dependent children. Peter is the sole income earner in his
family and earns $40,000 per annum working for Family Company. Peter is also a sole
director of Family Company.
Family Company is wholly owned by Family Trust. Peter is both the settlor and a trustee of
Family Trust. Peter’s family are discretionary beneficiaries of Family Trust.
The taxable income of Family Company is $200,000, on which it pays $60,000 tax. Family
Trust receives a $140,000 imputed dividend from Family Company. Family Trust then
distributes $120,000 (which has already been taxed as trustee income) to the family.
The family receives $152,790 ($32,790 salary after tax + $120,000 distribution from Family
Trust) excluding WFF tax credits, but the distribution from Family Trust is not counted for
WFF tax credit calculation purposes. As a result, the family receives around $10,091 WFF
tax credits per year. If the business income of Family Company were included in the family’s
income, they would not be entitled to any WFF tax credits.
This arrangement is illustrated in the following diagram:
Beneficiaries of Family Trust
$7,210 tax

$40K
salary

Settlor

$10,091 WFF
benefits

Family Trust

$6K tax

NB: the trust does not distribute
any beneficiary income

INLAND REVENUE

$120K of
tax‐free
distribution

$140K
dividend

Family Company

$60K tax

$200K taxable income

7

Note that the example takes into account WFF tax credit entitlements only. The WFF tax credit entitlements are
calculated on the assumption that all children are under 13 years old and the figures are rounded. The tax rates and
the WFF tax credit entitlements are based on the rates before 1 October 2010.
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3.7

Interposing a trust between the closely held company and individuals
circumvents the current rules for attributing retained income of a closely held
company to its shareholders for WFF purposes. If a trust is inserted between
the family members and the company, the attribution rules in section MB 4
of the Income Tax Act 2007 do not apply to the income of the company.

3.8

Similarly, if the family business is owned and operated directly by a trust
rather than by individuals or by a company, the trading income of the trust
which is taxed as trustee income is not included for WFF purposes.

Investment income
3.9

Investment income, such as interest earned by a trust, that is taxed as trustee
income and then distributed tax-free to beneficiaries is also currently not
included for WFF purposes.

Proposed solution
3.10

Trustee income, whether distributed to beneficiaries or retained by the trust,
is available to meet day-to-day living expenses in the case of many family
trusts. Therefore, trustee income in such closely held situations – including
the net income of a company controlled by a family trust – should be
included in a person’s family scheme income.

3.11

Attributing trustee income to individuals for WFF purposes is consistent with
the current rule for attributing income from closely held companies. The
attribution of trustee income should be limited to closely held situations
because these are where the main integrity concerns arise.

3.12

For the purpose of determining the family scheme income of a person for an
income year, if the person is a settlor of a trust, the following income would
be included:
1.

the trustee income (net income less income distributed as beneficiary
income) of the trust in the income year; and

2.

the net income of a company controlled by the trust would be included
in the trustee income that is attributed under 1.

3.13

Accordingly, the trustee income of a trust, including the net income of a
company controlled by the trust, would be attributed to the individuals who
are the settlors of the trust.

3.14

The policy objective is to attribute trustee income to the individual(s) who
directly or indirectly determine the application of the income or body of the
trust. This individual is most likely to be the settlor of the trust.
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Definition of “settlor”
3.15

The definition of “settlor” in section HC 27 of the Income Tax Act 2007
would be used for the purposes of this attribution rule. The term “settlor” has
a wide meaning and is defined broadly as a person who transfers value to a
trust. The definition of settlor is further extended by the provisions of
section HC 28, the most significant of which are:
•

when a company makes a settlement, any shareholder with an interest
of 10 percent of more in that company is treated as a settlor in relation
to that settlement as well as the company itself;

•

when a trustee of a trust (the first trust) settles another trust (the second
trust), the settlor of the second trust is treated as including any person
who is a settlor of the first trust; and

•

when a person has any rights or powers in relation to a trustee or settlor
of a trust which enables the person to require the trustee to treat them
(or a nominee) as a beneficiary of the trust, the person is treated as a
settlor of that trust.

3.16

The definition of settlor is used extensively in the Income Tax Act 2007 and
its wide meaning is consistent with the settlor-based focus of the trust
taxation rules in that Act.

3.17

The definition of settlor, in conjunction with the nominee look-through rule
in section YB 21 of the Income Tax Act 2007, does not include professional
advisors acting on behalf of clients and other persons such as friends and
family members who simply allow their name to be listed as the settlor on a
trust deed. The main focus of the definition is on persons who provide the
trust property. It is therefore the client of the professional advisor, or the
person the friend or family member is acting for, who would be treated as the
settlor.

3.18

Because the focus of the proposed attribution rule is on closely held
situations, charitable trusts would be excluded from the attribution rule. A
charitable trust under the Income Tax Act 2007 is required to be registered as
a charitable entity under the Charities Act 2005 and is therefore subject to the
regulatory requirements of that Act. Similarly, any settlements for the
benefit of local authorities should be excluded.

3.19

Registered superannuation schemes that are trusts should also be excluded
from the proposed rule. This is because they primarily provide retirement
benefits and accordingly their income is not available to meet current family
living expenses. Unit trusts also would not be subject to this rule because
they are treated as companies under the Income Tax Act 2007.
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3.20

An exclusion could also be made for trusts where neither the settlor nor any
member of the settlor’s family can be beneficiary without a Court order.

Definition of “controlled company”
3.21

A company controlled by a trust (a “controlled company”) would be defined
as a company in which the trustees and their associates hold 50 percent or
more of the voting interests or market value interests (if there is a market
value circumstance).

3.22

The amount of net income of a controlled company that is included in trustee
income would be calculated according to the proportion of voting interests in
the company held by the trust using the formula below:
(trust’s voting interests/total voting interests) x company’s net income

Other aspects of attribution rule
3.23

The attribution of a company’s net income would be restricted to controlled
companies only. For example, if a trust is a shareholder in a widely held
company, only the dividends from that company will be included in trustee
income. Also, any dividend paid by a controlled company to a trust would
not be included in trustee income to prevent double counting.

3.24

The proposed attribution rule is, in substance, similar to the current rule for
attributing the retained income of a controlled company to the individual
shareholders for WFF purposes. Both rules would target what are similarly
closely held situations. Also, in Australia, an attribution approach is used to
attribute income from closely held companies and trusts to individuals to
determine their Income Support payments.8

3.25

It should be noted that regular distributions from trusts would be separately
included as family scheme income under the periodic payments rules
described in paragraphs 3.87 to 3.94. However, the rules will ensure that the
same income is not counted twice.

8

Income Support payments in Australia are equivalent to welfare payments paid under the Social Security Act
1964 in New Zealand.
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Example of how the attribution rule would work in practice
Following the previous example of Peter’s family situation, Peter is the settlor of Family
Trust. Family Company is wholly owned by Family Trust. Family Company’s taxable
income is $200,000 and it pays an imputed dividend of $140,000 to Family Trust.
For WFF purposes, Family Company’s taxable income of $200,000 is attributed to Family
Trust. The dividend of $140,000 paid to Family Trust is disregarded for WFF purposes to
avoid double counting.
Family Trust distributes $10,000 beneficiary income to Peter’s spouse. Consequently, under
the proposal, trustee income of $190,000 is included in family scheme income.
Peter also receives a salary of $40,000 from Family Company. This salary has been already
deducted from Family Company’s taxable income. Therefore, Peter’s $40,000 salary is
included separately in family scheme income.
Peter’s family scheme income is $240,000 in total. Peter’s family would not be entitled to
any WFF tax credits.
This is illustrated in the following diagram:

Beneficiaries of Family Trust
$7,210 tax

$40K
salary

The family scheme income
of $240K. (40K salary +
190K trustee income + 10K
beneficiary income).

Settlor

$10K
beneficiary
income

Family Trust

Attribute
$200K

$6K tax

$140K dividend
(disregarded)

Family Company
$200K taxable income
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$60K tax

INLAND REVENUE

Attribute
$190K

Multiple settlors
3.26

In some situations, more than one immediate family may be involved in a
closely held trust situation. For example, there may be several individuals
who are settlors of a trust and have families of their own. In these situations,
attributing all of the trustee income to each individual may not be justified
since not all trustee income is available to meet each family’s living
expenses.

3.27

For this reason, trustee income would be attributed to multiple settlors of a
trust on a proportionate basis using the formula below:
trustee income for an income year
number of settlors of the trust

3.28

This approach precludes the compliance costs associated with having to track
and value the settlements of each settlor.

Alternative approach
3.29

An alternative approach would be to count only distributions of trustee
income made by closely held trusts, rather than attributing all trustee income
to settlors. The distributions to the beneficiaries would be included in their
family scheme income. If this approach is adopted, the definition of
distribution would be widely defined to include soft loans9 and the purchase
of assets from the family such as the family home and other personal assets.

3.30

However, a distribution approach could be partially circumvented by people
only receiving large lump sum distributions once every few years. Although
they may not qualify for WFF in the year of distribution, they could qualify
in between years, while living off the lump sum distribution. This could be
addressed by a rule allowing the Commissioner to look back two years and
add back any lump sum distributions from the trust.

3.31

Applying the attribution rule in closely held situations is preferred at this
stage because the attribution approach more accurately takes into account
resources available to meet a family’s living expenses. In contrast, the
alternative distribution approach captures only income actually received by
the family and not income that is available to meet the family’s living
expenses but is retained in the trust. Furthermore, the attribution approach
avoids the problem of families recharacterising distributions of trustee
income as, for example, soft loans. An additional disadvantage of the
distribution approach is that it could capture distributions of capital, in
particular, from a testamentary trust.

9

Related party loans where the interest or repayment is regularly deferred or written off.
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Submission points
•

Are there any concerns with the proposed solution for attributing trustee income
to the settlors of the trust?

•

Should the distribution approach be adopted instead?

Fringe benefits received by employees
The issue
3.32

Fringe benefits are currently not included in the definition of income for
social assistance purposes because they are taxed to the employer rather than
included in the employee’s taxable income.

3.33

Typically, fringe benefits are non-cash items of value provided to an
employee in exchange for past, current or future employment. This includes
a wide range of benefits from subsidised meals to motor vehicles. Not all
fringe benefits are subject to fringe benefit tax (for example, some fringe
benefits provided to an employee of a charitable organisation and those
received and enjoyed on the employer’s premises are excluded).

3.34

In principle all fringe benefits, whether they are subject to fringe benefit tax
or not, should be counted as family scheme income if they are easily
substitutable for cash or household expenditure, such as the use of a motor
vehicle.

3.35

However, including all fringe benefits provided to employees would impose
high compliance costs on employers and employees when applying for WFF
tax credits. The value of any benefits provided would need to be attributed to
each individual employee applying for WFF tax credits. That information
would then have to be provided to Inland Revenue by either the employer or
employee. Such an attribution of all benefits is currently not required to
comply with the fringe benefits rules because of the complexity, particularly
with respect to shared or low-value benefits.

Proposed solution
What fringe benefits should be included in family scheme income?
3.36

To mitigate some of these compliance costs, only those benefits which are
attributable to individual employees for the purposes of the fringe benefit tax
rules could be included as family scheme income. Attributable benefits are
significant benefits, many of which are easily substitutable for cash.

16

3.37

The advantage of including only attributable fringe benefits is that this
exercise already occurs as part of existing compliance with the fringe benefit
tax rules. The information should be readily available to the employer to
provide to the employee and/or Inland Revenue for the purposes of
calculating WFF entitlements.

3.38

Under the fringe benefit tax rules, the following benefits are attributed to
employees:
•

motor vehicles;

•

low-interest employee loans;

•

subsidised transport (when the employer is in the business of
transporting the public);

•

contributions to sickness, accident or death funds (and funeral trusts);

•

payments to insurance schemes;

•

employer contributions to superannuation schemes as defined in the
Income Tax Act 2007 (this excludes superannuation schemes
registered under the Superannuation Schemes Act 1989 and the
KiwiSaver Act 2006); and

•

undefined benefits above a threshold of $2,000 per employee per
annum.

3.39

Fringe benefits consisting of the provision of the private use of a motor
vehicle and employee loans are attributed in all cases. The attribution of the
above other benefits is required by employers if the benefit has a value to the
employee of $1,000 or more in a year (except for undefined benefits which
has a threshold of $2,000). 10 Employers have the option of attributing
benefits below these thresholds.

3.40

Therefore benefits would only be included for WFF purposes if the employer
attributes a benefit to an employee for the purposes of the fringe benefit tax
rules in sections RD 47 to RD 49 of the Income Tax Act 2007.

3.41

Employers would be required to provide information on attributable fringe
benefits to employees for inclusion in their application for WFF tax credits.

3.42

However, attributing fringe benefits may not always provide a consistent and
equitable treatment of income for WFF purposes. Employees may receive a
fringe benefit that is incidental to their work. In such situations, the value of
the benefit for WFF income purposes may be greater than the economic
value to the employee.11

10

Sections RD 47, 48 and 49 of the Income Tax Act 2007.
The calculation of the value of a motor vehicle as a fringe benefit does include some discount to reflect the lower
economic value to the employee. However, this discount is a benchmark only and therefore may over- or underestimate the actual value to the employee. See Report of the Task Force on Tax Reform, Wellington, 1982,
Chapter 6, Appendix A (McCaw Committee).
11
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3.43

As mentioned, not all benefits are subject to fringe benefit tax (for example,
benefits which are enjoyed on the employer’s premises). This means even
using attributable fringe benefits provided to all employees would create
some inequity between employees.

3.44

This may occur if, for example, an employee is granted private use of a
motor vehicle that is of greater value than they would themselves pay or that
they seldom use for a private purpose. In this situation the value of the
vehicle attributed to the employee is not an accurate reflection of their actual
income.

3.45

On the other hand, a work-related vehicle can be used for transport to and
from work without being classified as for private use and giving rise to a
fringe benefit whereas a non-related work vehicle would give rise to a fringe
benefit in such circumstances.12 This creates an inequity due to the nature of
the motor vehicle provided and the conditions of its use.

3.46

An example of how the value and availability of an employee’s motor
vehicle could affect their WFF tax credit entitlements is provided below.

Example
Joe is employed as a regional sales manager. Joe is married and has three children under 13
years of age. Joe’s partner does not work or earn any income. Joe receives a salary of
$70,000 and is provided a motor vehicle (cost price of $60,000 including GST) which is
available at all times for private use.
Under the current definition of income, Joe’s situation is as follows:
Cash salary
WFF income
WFF tax credits

$70,000
$70,000
$7,427 ($143 per week)

If Joe’s attributed fringe benefits were affected by this proposal, his situation becomes:
Cash salary
Attributed income from fringe benefit
(motor vehicle)
WFF income
WFF tax credits

$70,000
$17,909
$87,909
$3,846 ($74 per week)

Under the proposal in this paper, Joe’s entitlement to WFF tax credits decreases by $3,581 for
the year.
However, if the motor vehicle is a work-related vehicle and travel to and from work is
necessary for, and a condition of, Joe’s employment, then travel from home to work is not
treated as private use. The number of days the vehicle is available for private use would be
reduced from 90 days for the quarter to 25 days. In this case, Joe’s WFF tax credits would
only decrease to $6,432 ($123 per week).

12

See section CX 38 of the Income Tax Act 2007 on the meaning of a work-related vehicle.
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Who should this proposal apply to?
3.47

Including attributable fringe benefits received by all employees may create
inequity. There is a concern with the private use of motor vehicles, as
illustrated in the example above. The valuation for other attributable fringe
benefits is usually the market value of the goods and services provided or the
actual contributions made. When a market value is readily available then the
benefit to the employee is clear. There is the additional issue that not all
benefits are subject to fringe benefit tax and therefore they may not be
included as family scheme income.

3.48

It may therefore be more appropriate to include attributable fringe benefits as
family scheme income only to the extent that the employee can clearly
influence the nature of the fringe benefits they receive as part of their
employment.

3.49

Under this approach, attributed fringe benefits would be included as family
scheme income if the employee is also a shareholder. Although this would
not capture the true income of employees in the wider sense, shareholders of
closely held companies would no longer be able to reduce their income for
WFF purposes by receiving fringe benefits.

3.50

It is, therefore, proposed that attribution of fringe benefits should apply only
when the person applying for WFF is an employee of a company in which,
together with associates, they hold 50 percent or more of the voting interests
(or market value interests if a market value circumstance exists).

3.51

The reason for limiting the rule to closely held company situations is because
a major shareholder is able to arrange for a substantial proportion of their
remuneration to be paid as fringe benefits instead of wages. Usually,
employees who do not have a controlling interest in the company have less
influence over the composition of their remuneration.

3.52

Note that the attribution rule for trustee income in closely held company
situations proposed in paragraphs 3.10 to 3.28 does not result in fringe
benefits being included as WFF income. This is because the company
obtains a deduction for expenditure on fringe benefits. A deduction reduces
the net income attributed to family scheme income so the value of fringe
benefits is not included. Therefore a separate rule for fringe benefits is
required.

What should be the value?
3.53

The value of the fringe benefit that should be included for WFF tax credit
purposes is the tax-inclusive value of the benefit. This ensures that fringe
benefits are included on a before-tax basis for WFF tax credit purposes. This
is consistent with the treatment of salary and wages. Under the fringe benefit
rules an employer calculates the tax payable on the value of attributed
benefits and for WFF tax credit purposes this amount should be added to the
value of the attributed benefits to give a tax-inclusive (gross) amount.
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Salary sacrifice arrangements
3.54

Employees who enter into salary sacrifice arrangements with employers also
have control over the make-up of their total remuneration package. Salary
sacrifice is an arrangement whereby an employee is given an explicit choice
of a cash salary or a reduced cash salary plus a benefit. A typical example
would be when an employee can choose between a cash salary plus a motor
vehicle or a higher cash salary.

3.55

In such instances the employee can make an explicit choice between the
fringe benefit and cash as they are substitutes. Such arrangements are similar
to remuneration received by a shareholder/employee and should therefore
also be taken into account in family scheme income. However, there are
wider issues relating to the tax treatment of salary sacrifice that need to be
addressed such as the ability to receive fringe benefits that are not subject to
fringe benefit tax. Therefore, it is more appropriate to consider the
implications of salary sacrifice for WFF tax credit purposes as part of a wider
review of salary sacrifice arrangements.

Submission points
•

Should only attributable fringe benefits of shareholder/employees be included in
family scheme income?

•

Should the fringe benefit tax rules that define and value attributable fringe
benefits be used in determining family scheme income?

•

Will shareholder/employees be able to estimate the tax-inclusive value of
attributable fringe benefits?

Income of children
The issue
3.56

13
14

Given that WFF tax credits are provided for the support of a family with
dependent children, there is an argument that the children’s income should be
included in family scheme income for WFF purposes. Currently, any income
earned directly by children is not counted for WFF tax credit purposes.13
Although the parents are responsible for meeting the day-to-day household
expenses, some arrangements involving children can have an effect of
lowering the income of parents to increase their WFF entitlements. Parents
may allocate income directly to their children through family trusts and
companies or place their investments directly under their children’s names.14
This income can then be used to meet the family’s day-to-day expenses.

This consistent with the definition of “income for benefit purposes” under the Social Security Act 1964.
Some of these arrangements may be subject to anti-avoidance provisions in the Income Tax Act 2007.
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Proposed solution
3.57

Not all income of children should be included as there are circumstances
when reasonable earnings by children are not available for the family’s living
expenses. The main concern is when there is a risk of parental income being
disguised as the income of children. This income should be included in
family scheme income.

Wages
3.58

In general, wages of dependent children should not be included in family
scheme income of parents. Wages earned by children are generally not used
to meet a family’s day-to-day expenses. Also some protections are already in
place in this area. If a child is under 16 years, they are required to be in fulltime education by law, and their wages from occasional part-time work are
limited by this requirement. If a child is 16 years or over and they earn
significant wages, they would be treated as financially independent and their
parents would not qualify for WFF tax credits. “Financially independent” is
defined as being in full-time employment.15

3.59

There is more scope for excessive wages to be paid to dependent children
from a family entity (for example, a closely held company or trust). Parents
could allocate income to their children circumventing the proposed rule for
closely held company or trust situations.

3.60

However, including wages received by children in closely held situations
only would raise equity issues. Children working for a family business
would be treated differently from children working for any other business.
Furthermore, anti-avoidance provisions could deter excessive wages or
benefits being provided to children employed by a family business.16

Passive income
3.61

Passive income, such as interest and dividends received by dependent
children, should be included in family scheme income. Some protection is
needed to address parents placing investments directly in the children’s name
or arranging for children to receive distributions from family trusts and
companies. If this income were derived directly by the parents, it would be
counted for WFF purposes.

3.62

However, small amounts of passive income earned by the large majority of
children are unlikely to be put towards the family’s living expenses. There
would be relatively significant compliance costs for parents to declare small
amounts of children’s passive income. Therefore only passive income above
a threshold should be included as WFF income. The intention is to exclude
modest amounts of income – for example, from children’s savings accounts.

15
16

See the definition of “financially independent” in section YA 1 of the Income Tax Act 2007.
Sections GB 23, GB 24 and GB 44 of the Income Tax Act 2007.
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3.63

3.64

The proposed rule for passive income received by children would have the
following features:
•

Passive income received by a child would be included as family
scheme income. The definition of “passive income” would be based on
the definitions used in the former section LC 1 (relating to the lowincome rebate) and section RE 2 (relating to resident passive income)
in the Income Tax Act 2007. This definition of passive income would
include interest, dividends, royalties, rents, a taxable Māori Authority
distribution other than a retirement scheme contribution and a
replacement payment under a share-lending arrangement.

•

Beneficiary income received by a child would also be included as
family scheme income. However, the exclusions in the minor
beneficiary rule (for example, for certain testamentary trusts) should
also apply for this proposed rule for children’s income.17

•

A threshold of $1,000 would apply per child each year. This is
currently the threshold that also applies in the minor beneficiary rule in
the Income Tax Act 2007.

The rules for including children’s income in family scheme income would
therefore be based on established principles in the Income Tax Act 2007. The
minor beneficiary rule was introduced to prevent parents diverting income to
children to avoid the top personal income tax rate and, instead, have such
income taxed at the trustee rate. The rationale for including certain income of
children in family scheme income is similar.

Submission points
•

Are there any concerns with the proposed solution to include only passive
income and beneficiary income of children?

•

Is the threshold of $1,000 per child for passive income and beneficiary income
appropriate?

Unlocked portfolio investment entities (PIEs)
The issue
3.65

17

Income from portfolio investment entities (PIEs) is currently not counted for
WFF purposes. This exemption is appropriate for PIEs that are mainly
intended to provide retirement benefits and cannot be easily accessed.
However, the exemption is not appropriate for unlocked PIE investments
which are readily available to meet a family’s living expenses. Unlocked
PIEs are where the funds are not sufficiently locked-in until a person’s
retirement. Examples include cash PIEs, which are akin to on-call bank
accounts, PIEs that are unregistered superannuation schemes and listed PIEs.

See section HC 35 of the Income Tax Act 2007.
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Proposed solution
3.66

Income from unlocked PIEs would be included for WFF purposes. This
income is analogous to direct income from investments such as interest
earned on bank accounts that is currently included for WFF purposes.
Specifically, attributed PIE income, as defined in the income tax legislation,
earned from unlocked PIEs would be included in family scheme income.

3.67

Unlocked PIEs would be defined as all PIEs except superannuation schemes
that are registered with the Government Actuary. Registered superannuation
schemes must be established primarily for the purpose of retirement benefits.
Therefore, if a scheme can be readily accessed to meet day-to-day expenses
(for example, cash PIEs and listed PIEs), it should not be eligible to be
registered with the Government Actuary.

Submission points
•

Are there any concerns with the proposal to include income from unlocked PIEs
in family scheme income?

•

Is a superannuation scheme’s registration with the Government Actuary an
appropriate test for not including PIE income in the proposed family scheme
income?

Income of non-resident spouses18
The issue
3.68

Eligibility for WFF tax credits is based on household income. In most
circumstances, the carers of the children are resident in New Zealand and
their combined New Zealand and overseas income is taken into account.

3.69

However, when one spouse resides overseas and the other spouse lives in
New Zealand with the children – often receiving taxpayer-funded benefits
such as education – the offshore income of the non-resident spouse may not
be included in family scheme income. This is despite the offshore income
being available and often used to support the children resident in New
Zealand. Not including the non-resident spouse’s worldwide income
increases the family’s entitlement to WFF tax credits.

3.70

Note that if the parents of the children are separated, any maintenance
payments made by the non-resident parent to the resident parent are already
included as WFF income.19

18

For the purpose of this paper, a non-resident spouse means a person who is married to or in a civil union or de
facto relationship with a person claiming WFF tax credits.
19
Under section CW 32 of the Income Tax Act 2007, maintenance payments are referred to as a payment in the
nature of maintenance out of money belonging to a person’s spouse, civil union partner or de facto partner, or
former spouse, former civil union partner or former de facto partner.
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Proposed solution
3.71

Given that WFF is provided on the basis of household income, the worldwide
income of both spouses should be included in family scheme income. Under
this approach, the non-resident spouse’s offshore income would be included.
This would ensure equitable treatment with families where both spouses live
in New Zealand. Counting the worldwide income of both spouses also better
reflects the economic income of these families.

3.72

Under this approach, the non-resident spouse would be required to provide
evidence of their income from overseas.

3.73

An alternative approach would be to include only the remittances from the
non-resident spouse in family scheme income. Remittances would include
contributions towards a child’s education, mortgage payments and other
household expenses. Identifying and measuring remittances may present
some compliance and administrative challenges.

3.74

Furthermore, this approach takes into account only income received by the
resident spouse and does not reflect the income actually available to the
family. It is also less equitable relative to the treatment of resident families.

3.75

On balance, the worldwide income approach should be relatively simple to
administer especially if proof of income is able to be obtained.

Submission points
•

Are there any concerns with the proposal to include the worldwide income of a
non-resident spouse in family scheme income?

•

Are there any compliance issues with this approach?

•

Should only remittances from the non-resident spouse be included instead?

Exempt income
The issue
3.76

Currently, some income that is exempt from tax, such as maintenance
payments, is included in family scheme income on the basis that the income
is available to meet the family’s day-to-day living expenses which the WFF
scheme is designed to assist with. However, certain types of exempt income
are not included even though they are available to meet the family’s living
expenses.
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Proposed solution
Exempt income in the nature of salary or wages
3.77

Some salary or wages are exempt income and not counted as taxable income
or family scheme income. An example would be salaries received by
employees of international organisations such as the United Nations or the
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). Note
that at least one spouse, as well as any children, must be resident in New
Zealand to claim WFF tax credits.

Bonus bonds and similar “save and win” bank accounts20
3.78

Bonus bonds prizes and prizes in “save and win” bank accounts are exempt
income. They are similar in nature to other investments where the investor’s
capital is low risk and returns on other investments are included in family
scheme income. A key point of difference is that the probability of a return
and the rate of return are both uncertain. In this they are similar to prizes
from gaming (such as lotteries), which are also exempt from tax. However,
they differ from gaming in that there is a reasonable expectation in gaming
that the amount paid or bet will be lost.

3.79

Any return on bonus bonds or “save and win” bank accounts is economic
income to the investor. Accordingly, bonus bond prizes and prizes in “save
and win” bank accounts could be included in family scheme income.

3.80

Payments under life insurance policies entered into in New Zealand are
exempt income. It is not currently proposed to include such payments in
family scheme income other than annuities. However, this may be reviewed
if it becomes evident that life insurance policies are being marketed and used
to inflate social assistance entitlements.

Submission points
•

Should salary and wages from international organisations that are exempt
income be included in family scheme income?

•

Should bonus bonds prizes and prizes in “save and win” bank accounts be
included in family scheme income?

•

Are there other types of exempt income that should be included in family
scheme income?

20

These are accounts where the money deposited provides opportunity to win prizes, and where the level of
interest earned is nil or significantly less than standard accounts.
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Main income equalisation scheme deposits
The issue
3.81

The main income equalisation scheme is intended to allow persons carrying
on an agricultural, fishing or forestry business to smooth their incomes to
address large fluctuations of income over several years. A deposit to a main
income equalisation account is allowed as a deduction for income tax
purposes.

3.82

By reducing their taxable income, deposits in these schemes also reduce their
income for WFF purposes. This is income that was available to meet the
family’s living expenses. Deposits into these accounts should not be
recognised for the purposes of a family’s entitlement to social assistance such
as WFF tax credits and student allowances.

Proposed solution
3.83

Deposits entered in a person’s main income equalisation account should be
included in family scheme income. To prevent double counting, refunds
(excluding interest) from main income equalisation accounts would not be
included in family scheme income. Deposits in adverse event income
equalisation schemes would not be covered by this proposal.

3.84

The proposed solution is consistent with the treatment before the 2002–03
income year when a deduction was not allowed for family assistance tax
credit purposes for deposits to main income equalisation accounts.

Submission point
Should deposits to a main income equalisation scheme account be included in family
scheme income?

Periodic payments
The issue
3.85

Individuals may receive regular payments such as gifts, soft loans 21 from
family members and trusts, or distributions of trustee income that are
available to meet the family’s living expenses and are not captured by the
income types mentioned earlier. Such periodic payments that are not subject
to income tax in the hands of the individuals receiving them are not included
in family scheme income.

21

Soft loans are loans with a discounted interest rate and/or lenient options for repayment. They are usually noncommercial loans between family members or family controlled entities.
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3.86

Section MB 1(6) of the Income Tax Act 2007 states that the Commissioner
must have regard to income from all sources known to the Commissioner in
calculating family scheme income. There is some uncertainty over what this
provision actually captures. Including other periodic payments in the
definition would reinforce this section and provide more certainty through a
clearer rule.

Proposed solution
3.87

Periodic payments that are used to meet the family’s living expenses should
be included in family scheme income.

3.88

A definition similar to that used for welfare payments in the Social Security
Act 1964 could be adopted for WFF purposes. However, any definition
needs to be properly targeted and not include economic income that is not
reasonably available to meet family needs, or which has high compliance
costs to measure and report. Family scheme income would be defined to
include any periodic cash payments received and used by the person for
income-related purposes.

3.89

This definition would include various types of regular payments received by
individuals that are used to meet day-to-day living expenses. It would
include any regular cash gifts, payment of expenses or distributions received
from trusts.

3.90

Regular or periodic would mean an expectation that the payment would be
more than a one-off payment and could include annual payments. A regular
payment would be considered to be used for an income-related purpose if it is:

3.91

•

replacing lost or diminished income; or

•

maintaining the applicant or their family; or

•

purchasing goods or services (commonly paid for from income) for the
applicant or their family; or

•

enabling the applicant to make payments that they are liable to make
and that are commonly made from income.

Examples include a person receiving payments from an income-related
insurance policy, other than life insurance, to cover loss of employment
income, or receiving payments from a family member to supplement income.
Other examples include payments received to meet essential living costs such
as rent, servicing a mortgage, food, power and clothing or to pay hire
purchase accounts, insurance payments or fines. It also includes when a
person’s regular expenses are directly paid for by a third person, such as
paying utility bills directly.
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3.92

Any one-off capital payments would be excluded, such as payment from the
sale of a house. In addition, the following types of income or payments
would be excluded:
•

Any payments that have specific purposes other than income-related
purposes such as funeral grants, educational scholarships, lump sum
ACC compensation payments, non-taxable payments under the Social
Security Act 1964, charitable distributions or compensation-type
payments.

•

Any student loan payments under the Student Loan Scheme Act 1992,
including the living costs component of student loans.

•

Any specified item or amount of income, or income from a specified
source, that is declared not to be income for the purposes of the Social
Security Act 1964 by regulations made under section 132 of that Act,
such as payments to victims of crime.

•

Periodic payments received from the repayment of loan principal or
when the recipient of the sale of an asset is paid in instalments.

•

Payments that are already included under another family scheme
income provision, to avoid double counting.

3.93

In other definitions of income, such as the definition used in the community
services card rules, there are exclusions for 50 percent of private pensions
received and 50 percent of annuities. The rationale is that some portion of
these payments is the return of the original capital investment rather than
income, when the capital is returned on a periodic basis rather than as a lump
sum. A question arises whether a similar exclusion should apply here.

3.94

A question also arises whether to include the regular forgiveness of interest
or the principal on a loan, particularly on soft loans between family
members. The rationale is that by forgiving interest or debt that would
otherwise be paid, usually out of income, it increases the amount of income
the family has to use for other purposes.

Submission points
•

Are there any concerns on the proposed solution to include periodic cash
payments in family scheme income?

•

Are there any other types of income or payments that should be excluded from
the above definition, such as 50 percent of annuity payments or private
pensions?

•

Should periodic forgiveness of interest or the principal on a loan be included in
the definition of “periodic payments”?
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CHAPTER 4
Student allowances
4.1

Student support (student loans and allowances) is intended to reduce
financial barriers to participation in tertiary education. Government funding
for student support is substantial but not unlimited, so student allowances are
targeted at those who need them most. The student allowance parental
income test reflects the Government’s expectation that parents who can
afford to should provide financial help to their children in tertiary study into
their mid-20s. This expectation is shared by the governments of most
developed countries.

4.2

As part of the reforms outlined in this paper, the new definition of “family
scheme income” discussed in chapter 3 could be adopted as a more
appropriate method for determining the parental income for student
allowances.

Current income tests
4.3

Student allowances are administered by StudyLink, which is a service line of
the Ministry of Social Development (MSD).

4.4

To determine eligibility for student allowances, a number of income tests are
used, depending on circumstances. These income tests are the student’s
income, their spouse’s income and parental income.22 Students are currently
required to provide income details to StudyLink.

4.5

The definition of “parental income” is based on taxable income as defined in
the Income Tax Act 2007. Taxable income is a person’s assessable income
(wages, salary, interest etc) after deductions and any losses. The adjustments
made to taxable income for WFF purposes are not made for the purposes of
student allowances, that is, the student allowance regulations do not refer to
family scheme income. However, unlike family scheme income, the parental
income test for student allowances includes the parents’ worldwide taxable
income regardless of whether the student’s parent(s) are resident or not.

4.6

Taxable income was adopted because, for families reliant substantially on a
salary or wages, it is a reliable proxy for determining a family’s ability to pay
for regular outgoings and reduced some of the compliance costs of applying
for a student allowance. However, for some parents it is not a true reflection
of their economic circumstances and ability to support the student while
studying.

22
There are specific rules concerning when a spouse’s income or the parental income is considered in a student
allowance application.
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The issue
4.7

Since the parental income relies solely on the definition of taxable income
with adjustments for non-resident worldwide income, similar problems arise
as mentioned in chapter 3. Accordingly, parents may earn income through
closely held arrangements involving trusts and companies or receiving other
types of income mentioned in chapter 3 without impacting the student
allowance eligibility of their children.

4.8

In comparison, the student whose parents rely substantially on salary or
wages and are unable to use alternative arrangements may not qualify for
student allowances. If these two families’ economic income is the same,
there would be a lack of horizontal equity as entitlement becomes based on
the ability to divert income through different arrangements rather than the
ability to meet expenses. Lack of equity undermines public confidence in the
integrity of student allowances. As more people become aware of such
arrangements, more are adopting them, while other parents feel they are
being treated unfairly. Reviewing the definition of “parental income”
responds to this growing level of concern from the public.

Proposed definition of “parental income”
4.9

The proposal is to replace the current taxable income definition by amending
the student allowance regulations to refer to the definition of family scheme
income in the Income Tax Act 2007. The proposed changes to the definition
of family scheme income, referred to in chapter 3, would also apply. This
would more accurately reflect the family’s economic income and better
reflect their ability to provide financial help for their children undertaking
study.

4.10

An alternative option would be for the parental income test to use the Social
Security Act 1964 (SSA) definition of “income”. It captures all money
received that is not a one-off capital payment. It includes the value of
payments in kind and services provided. Particular payments are listed as
being included or excluded from the definition.23 The SSA definition is more
focused on cash received rather than income available and may not include
income being held in a family trust or company, for example. However, the
SSA reinforces this definition by making further adjustments when a person
is considered to have deprived themselves of income, such as if they invested
in loss-making assets or shifted income-generating assets into a trust or
company.

4.11

All other criteria for student allowances would remain unchanged, including
the income test applying to the student and/or spouse.

23

See section 3 of the Social Security Act 1964.
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When would the new definition apply from?
4.12

Student allowances relate to the academic year which generally runs from
January to December, while the tax system measures annual income for the
year ending 31 March. While the proposals are intended to take effect from
1 April 2011 for the WFF tax credit, it is proposed that they apply to student
allowances from the start of the academic year. An implementation date is
yet to be determined although it may be applied to applications for the
academic year starting 1 January 2012. This would measure parental income
for the tax year 1 April 2010 to 31 March 2011.

Submission point
Should the parental income test be aligned with the proposed new family scheme
income definition or the Social Security Act 1964 definition of “income”?
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CHAPTER 5
Community services card
5.1

The purpose of the community services card is to assist low-income families
and individuals with some of their costs of health care, by providing cheaper
access to certain health care (such as prescriptions if the cardholder does not
belong to a Primary Health Organisation, after-hours doctor visits and visits
to a doctor who is not the cardholder’s regular doctor).

Current income tests
5.2

To identify low-income individuals, the community services card uses
multiple tests of eligibility.

5.3

For families with dependent children who receive WFF tax credits, the
community services card rules refers to the definition of “family scheme
income” as a basis for determining eligibility. A further adjustment is made
to add-on the amount of WFF tax credits received, and then eligibility is
measured against income thresholds. The income thresholds reflect family
size.

5.4

Beneficiaries qualify automatically. Income thresholds apply for other
groups. The income test for superannuitants refers to taxable income with
adjustments made for overseas income, private pensions and annuities.
Students and people without dependent children must meet an income test
based on the Social Security Act 1964 definition of income.

Proposed new definition of “family scheme income”
5.5

Any proposed changes in chapter 3 to the definition of “family scheme
income” would apply to families with dependent children who receive WFF
tax credits. These changes would automatically affect their eligibility for the
community services card.

5.6

The remaining criteria for the community services card, including the income
tests for superannuitants, students and people without dependent children,
would remain unchanged.

When would the new definition apply from?
5.7

Currently, the Ministry of Social Development (MSD) administers the
community services card. Inland Revenue provides information on families
receiving WFF tax credits directly to MSD through an information datamatch arrangement. This enables MSD to determine eligibility for this
group.
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5.8

The new definition of “family scheme income” would similarly be provided
through this data-match. The existing process for applications and approval
would remain unchanged.

5.9

Therefore, the proposed definition would come into place from 1 April 2011
at the same time as for WFF tax credits. It would apply to all new
applications and all reapplications for the community services card from
1 April 2011. Existing cards would continue to be valid until the date of
their expiry.

Submission point
Are there any concerns with the proposed new definition of family scheme income
being used for families applying for the community services card?
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APPENDIX 1
Calculation of family scheme income for Working for Families
tax credit purposes
Assessable income derived at uniform daily rate
When determining a person’s family scheme income in a relationship period24 in an
income year, assessable income derived from employment or an income-tested benefit
is treated as derived at a uniform daily rate during the period of employment or period
the benefit was received. All other income is treated as derived at a uniform daily rate
throughout the income year.
Any expenditure incurred in deriving the income from other sources that is allowed as
a deduction is also treated as incurred at a uniform daily rate during the income year.

Adjustments to a person’s net income (or net loss) for family scheme purposes
To calculate a person’s family scheme income, the following adjustments are made to
a person’s net income (or net loss):
•

include an amount of exempt income from overseas pensions (section CW
28(1)(e)) and child support and maintenance payments (section CW 32) derived
by the person in the income year.

•

exclude the following income (or loss):
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
•

an amount of a tax loss of a qualifying company that is attributed to the
person as a shareholder of the qualifying company under sections HA 20
and HA 24 (which relate to the treatment of tax losses of loss attributing
qualifying companies);
an amount of income attributed by a portfolio investment entity that is not
excluded income of the person;
an amount of retirement scheme contribution that is not excluded income
of the person and would be their excluded income in the absence of
section CX 50B(2) (contributions to retirement savings schemes);
loss incurred in carrying on a business: If a person carries on 1 or more
businesses in a year, the income of each business must be calculated
separately. If a net loss is the result of this, the net loss is treated as nil;25
and
investment losses (from 1 April 2011).

deduct an amount of any child support or maintenance payments made by the
person during the income year (section CW 32) and any liable parent
contributions made under section 256 of the Child Support Act 1991.

24

A “relationship period” means an unbroken period in a tax year, whether the period consists of some or all of the
days in the tax year.
25
If the Commissioner considers that two or more businesses are of the kind that are normally carried on in
association with each other, the businesses are treated as a single business.
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Other income included
The following amounts are included as family scheme income:
•

major shareholders’ portion of retained earnings of close companies;

•

certain distributions from superannuation schemes and retirement savings
schemes.

Major shareholders’ portion of retained earnings of close companies
When a person is a major shareholder in a close company26 on the last day of the
company’s balance date for financial purposes, the person’s family scheme income
includes an amount calculated using the formula –
(Person’s shares27/company’s shares28) x company’s income29

If the company has paid the major shareholder a dividend in the income year, the
amount calculated under the above formula is reduced by the total dividends paid by
the company to the shareholder for the income year.
Distributions from superannuation schemes
When a person receives a distribution from a superannuation scheme to which an
employer has contributed, that distribution will be included in the family scheme
income for the tax year or years that corresponds to the income year or years that the
contributions were made, if:
•

the employer’s contributions to the superannuation scheme were made in
–
–

•

the income year in which the distribution was received; or
the 2 income years immediately before that income year; and

the person continues to work for the employer for 1 month or more after the
date of the distribution.

The amount does not include an amount attributable to a contribution by the person as
a member of the superannuation scheme.
No adjustment is required if the distribution from a superannuation scheme is made as
a result of and on or after the person’s retirement from employment with an employer
who was a contributor to the scheme.

26

“Close company” means, at any time, a company at the time there are 5 or fewer natural persons the total of
whose voting interests or market value interests (where a market value circumstance exists) in the company is
more than 50 percent (treating all natural persons associated at the time as 1 natural person). Close company does
not include a special corporate entity. A “major shareholder” is a person with a 10 percent or greater shareholding
in a close company.
27
“Person’s shares” is the number of shares issued by the company and held by the person, excluding fixed-rate
shares, on the last day of the company’s accounting year.
28
“Company’s shares” is the number of shares issued by the company, excluding fixed-rate shares, on the last day
of the company’s accounting year.
29
“Company’s income” is the net income of the company for the company’s accounting year.
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Distributions from retirement savings schemes
A person’s family scheme income includes distributions from retirement savings
schemes in the income year in which the distribution is made if that person:
•

receives a distribution of a retirement scheme contribution from a retirement
savings scheme in an income year; and

•

retirement scheme contribution tax has been withheld from the contribution;
and

•

at the time of the distribution, the person is not eligible for New Zealand
superannuation and eligible for a distribution of a retirement scheme
contribution from a retirement scheme contributor.

Other adjustments to income
Adjustments for period that is less or more than 1 year
If a person is returning income for tax purposes for a period which is greater than or
less than a year, their family scheme income must be adjusted by an amount
calculated using the formula –
person’s family scheme income x 365/days30

Historical adjustments
Adjustments are also required where income is spread into a year or where
depreciation recovered is received from the sale of a building if the year the income
was spread from or the year the depreciation was originally claimed was before 2004.

30

“Days” is the total number of days in the period for which the income has been derived.
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APPENDIX 2
Glossary of terms
Family credit income

Used for the purpose of a family’s eligibility to community
services card, family credit income is the combination of family
scheme income and the amount of working for families tax
credits received by the family.

Unlocked PIEs

Portfolio investment entities (PIEs) are a form of collective
investment vehicle such as superannuation schemes where a
number of investors combine resources to make investments.
PIEs have an optional set of tax rules that allows investors to be
taxed, usually at their marginal tax rate, as if they had made the
investment directly.
PIEs may be “locked in” when the rules for the investment
prevent a person from removing their funds before retirement
(other than in specific restricted cases such as serious financial
hardship or first home deposits). In comparison, unlocked PIEs
allow an investor to remove their funds at any time, or before
retirement. Some PIEs, known as cash PIEs, can operate similar
to term deposits or bank savings accounts.
All KiwiSaver funds that are PIEs are locked-in.

Beneficiary income

Income that vests absolutely in a beneficiary in the income year
it is earned or income paid to a beneficiary in the income year or
by the later of 6 months after the end of the income year or the
date that the trust return is required to be filed. Beneficiary
income is taxed to the individual at their marginal rate and is
included as part of their taxable income. However, beneficiary
income of minors is generally taxed as trustee income.

Economic income

One concept of economic income is that it is income available to
an individual or family to use to maintain a standard of living or
meet living expenses, and includes money, services and/or
goods.

Excluded income

Income that is not subject to income tax because it has been
taxed elsewhere. Defined in subpart CX of the Income Tax Act
2007. This includes fringe benefits, which are taxed when
provided by the employer.

Exempt income

Income that is not subject to income tax as it has been taxed
previously or elsewhere, or the government has decided not to
collect tax from this source. Defined in subpart CW of the
Income Tax Act 2007. Examples include child support
payments received, income declared to be exempt under other
Acts of Parliament such as accommodation supplement
payments, or reimbursement of relocation expenses when
someone is reimbursed by their employer for the costs of
shifting to start or continue work.

Family income or family
scheme income

Income available to a family to meet their living expenses and
defined for the purpose of calculating entitlement for Working
for Families tax credits in subpart MB of the Income Tax Act
2007.
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Main income equalisation
scheme

This scheme enables an eligible person to level out their income
from year to year by making income equalisation deposits with
the Commissioner of Inland Revenue and allowing an income
tax deduction for the amounts deposited. Deposits are included
in the person’s income when withdrawn. The persons eligible to
use the scheme are those carrying on an agricultural, fishing or
forestry business. The main income equalisation scheme is
separate from the adverse event income equalisation scheme.

Parental income

Income of the parents of a student applying for Student
Allowance, as defined in the Student Allowance Regulations
1998.

Taxable income

Taxable income, as defined in the Income Tax Act 2007, is a
person’s net income for a year after deducting losses carried
forward. Includes wages and salaries, interest, and dividends
among others.

Trustee income

Income of a trust that is not beneficiary income. Trustee income
is taxed at the trustee rate of 33%. It can be later distributed to
beneficiaries tax-free and is not counted in the beneficiary’s
taxable income.

Worldwide income

Income earned in New Zealand or elsewhere in the world.
Currently a person applying for WFF and their spouse must
declare their worldwide income if they are New Zealand tax
residents.
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